A number of issues are explored concerning the notion that a data type is a set of values together with a set of primitive operations on those values. Among these are the need for a notation for iterating over the elements of any finite set (instead of the more narrow for i := I to n notation), the use of the domain of an array as a data type, the need for a simple notation for allowing types of parameters to be themselves parameters (but in a restrictive fashion), and resulting problems with conversion of values from one type to another.
Introduction
A current notion in programming language research is that a data type is not only a set of values, but also consists of the set of primitive operations on these values. We explore some ideas which have to be considered when incorporating this idea into general purpose languages. We do not discuss in detail the definition of programmer-defined data types; rather we are interested in other features which will make the use of such data types more effective. Hence we assume that such a definitional facility exists, perhaps using a syntax like The type definition facility will also allow "parameterized" type definitions so that one could define, for example, variable x with type stack(integer) and y with type stack(real) using the type defined as stack ( (type) ).
The SIMULA class [2] can be used as such a type definition facility. More recent developments in this area include the CLU cluster [12] , the ALPHARD form [17] , and the EUCLID module [10] .
The paper discusses two notions. First, the domain of an array-i.e, the set of legal subscript valuesshould be a data type, and one should be able to declare variables of that type. This makes iterating over all arrays elements simpler in that a single loop can be used no matter how many dimensions the loop has. This new feature is simple and frees the user from having to deal with unnecessary details; it makes use of abstraction.
A second notion generalizes procedures and calls on them so that the type of a formal parameter of a procedure can depend on a particular call of that procedure. If designed correctly, this notion of "variable" types is a useful abstraction; in general, we are not interested in what type a parameter has, but only in the operations performed on x within the procedure. Thus, when we write a procedure to sort an array, we are concerned only with the fact that the operations := and -< are defined for array elements and not whether we are sorting integers, reals, or strings.
In order to effectively use these notions, we also need to discuss the iterative statement, problems concerned with conversions from one type to another, what a subtype of a type is, and so forth. Hence the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the iteration statement, Section 3 the domain of an array as a type, Section 4 generalized procedures, Section 5 the type conversion problem, and Section 6 implementation. We conclude in Section 7 with a summary and discussion.
We firmly believe that a language should be simple and understandable. Its features should be transparent and clear, and there should be no unexpected hidden run-time inefficiencies. We feel that types and the ability to perform type checking at compile-time are important when one considers readability, understandability, and proofs of correctness. Consequently we have chosen the language PASCAL [15, 9] 1 as a basis for discussion throughout the paper.
The PASCAL notions of subrange types, scalar types, and simple record types are important in our work. Beyond these, we assume that our PASCAL-like base language is more "dynamic" than PASCAL; we assume Algol-like block structure, subrange types 1 . . n where n is a variable, and hence arrays a [1 . . n] whose bounds are determined upon entrance to the block in which they are declared, and so on. We assume (as we must when considering data types as a set of operations together with primitive operations on them) that procedure names may be overloaded. Thus one can define procedure p(var x: integer) to operate on integers and procedure p(var x: real) to operate on reals. The use of overloading is discussed briefly in Section 7.
Iteration
There are essentially two types of iteration. One requires us to iterate an unknown number of times until some condition is met (e.g. the while loop, Dijkstra's guarded command loop). With the other, we iterate some statement as some "index variable" takes on a set of fixed values, known beforehand. Some examples of the latter are for/ := lton doS for i .----n downto 1 do S forx in X do S (where X is a set variable).
Since all these different notations imply the same thing-iteration over a known, fixed set-it would be more natural to use a single notation for all of them. Actually we need two notations:
for (variable) in ordered (ordered set of values) do S and for (variable) in unordered (set of values) do S x It might be possible to define our notions in the "extensible" language EL1 [14] . EL1 contains mechanisms for defining new data types, and its idea of a generic procedure is related to our generalized procedure of Section 4. However, we feel that EL1 is too powerful and flexible. Its treatment of data types rests on, among other things, modes (essentially types) being values in the language and on programmer-defined [implicit] conversions. Unanticipated complexity and hidden run-time inefficiencies can arise too easily. The issue is not "Can we do these things in the language?" but "Can we do these things simply and clearly?" While EL1 is a significant achievement, for our purposes it is too complex. This paper is a revision of a technical report which appeared in May 1975. We might have based this revision on EUCLID [10] , which supports the new notion of data types and is itself based on PASCAL; time did not permit us to study EUCLID enough to do this.
where the second form indicates that the order in which the values in the (set of values) are assigned to (variables) is immaterial. The three loops defined above would be written as for i in ordered 1 . . n do S for i in ordered reverse (1 . . n) do S for x in unordered X do S while the following would indicate iteration over 1 . . n considered as an unordered set:
for i in unordered 1 . . n do S Hoare [7] has already discussed such general iteration statements and given axiomatic proof rules for understanding them; the reader is encouraged to turn to this paper for more information. 
Letting Types of Parameters be Parameters: Generic Procedures
Current typed languages require that the types of parameters of a procedure be fixed at compile-time. For example, a procedure procedure sort (a : array of integer; n : integer); {body of procedure which sorts array all . . hi} cannot be used to sort an array of reals or an array of character variables. Historically, a parameter was associated with an argument of a particular fixed type. This was correct when we viewed our data types as pure sets of values-a procedure should only work on one kind of value.
When we view a data type as a set of values, plus basic operations on them, our view changes somewhat.
We abstract away from the idea of a procedure operation on a parameter of a particular data type to the idea of a generic procedure 3 or a procedure operating on a parameter of any data type for which certain basic operations have been defined. This what have you, but instead we are interested in-and our proof of correctness of the sort procedure depends on-the fact that the assignment operator := and the ordering operator -< are defined on the type of array values. We would like the programming language to support this abstraction from types to basic operators on values of a type, to support the idea of letting types of parameters be parameters. One problem, of course, is efficiency. We want to introduce the idea into the language so as not to worsen run-time efficiency. We believe the notation and ideas described below satisfy this goal to a large extent, although of course the compiler will have more work to do.
First let us summarize the context in which we shall be working. To keep things simple, we consider only PASCAL variable parameters (call by reference) and value parameters whose types are programmer-defined as standard scalar types, subrange types, array types, and record types without variants. We assume that arrays can be more dynamic than in PASCAL and that the bounds of an array parameter need not be given explicitly. For example, we use the notation to denote an array a of one dimension and an array b of two dimensions. An argument of a procedure invocation must have exactly the same type (except for array bounds) as the corresponding parameter. Now let us indicate how types of parameters are themselves made parameters. In the (formal parameter section) of a procedure definition, any (reasonable) part of the specification of a parameter type may be replaced by an identifier within braces ( ) to indicate that the type will depend on the call. This includes the type itself, a subtype, or the number of dimensions of an array. For example, (1) procedurex (vara:(z));...
(2) procedurex (vara: array ~ of(z)); . . . 4 ALPHARD [17] now uses ?identifier for the same purpose that we use (identifier), while operations required on the type within the procedure would be enclosed within angular brackets. Thus vector (?t(:~), ?lb, ?ub) in ALPHARD describes a parameter which is a vector (array) whose type t and bounds lb and ub are determined by the argument. The notation (~) requires that :~ be defined as type t. From the literature available to us (ALPHARD [16] ) when this paper was first written, we cannot ascertain whether ALPHARD included this feature at that time. EL1 uses the idea of "united modes" to achieve a similar effect in a more flexible but complicated manner.
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Within the procedure body itself, the identifier within braces (e.g. z within (z)) may be used as a type.
To illustrate, we write a procedure which will This reduces programming detail. As we shall see in Section 6, this extension can be implemented at no cost in run-time efficiency, and at slight increase in compiler complexity.
Type Conversions
Consider the following function, which is supposed to yield the sum of the elements of the array argument, as long as addition and assignment are defined on the array element type: function sum(a: array of (t)): (t); It is certainly possible to provide a mechanism for programmer-defined implicit conversions. EL1 [14] does this, while Fischer and Fischer [4] However, implicit conversions tend to make the effect of programs less transparent; they often lead to hidden run-time inefficiencies, and even to unexpected errors due to loss of information caused by such hidden conversions. For the sake of simplicity and understandability, it would be wise to allow only explicit conversion, conversion which the programmer asks for in his program.
Hence Since integer and real are language-defined types, convertfrominteger to integer or real would have to be standard functions of the language-the identity function for conversion to integer, and float for conversion to real.
Function convertfrominteger is "overloaded" in that many functions with that name exist at the same time, and the reader (and compiler) must be able to unambiguously determine which is to be applied. Typically this determination is based solely on the arguments of function designators, but here we have something different. The determination is based on the type of the result that is expected of the function designator.
Suppose addition a + b has been defined for complex values a and b. Then the meaning of (for integer i) c + convertfrominteger (i) would depend on c's type: integer addition if c is integer, or conversion of i to complex followed by complex addition. The meaning of
would depend on what result was expected from the expression-that is, the context in which it appeared.
One could of course allow the testing of the type of a variable to allow an explicit compile-time decision as to what action to take. EL1 has such a statement, called a generic form. This feature requires the procedure writer to know in advance exactly which type x could have instead of relying on the properties of the types.
In summary, it appears that allowing only explicit conversion from a specific type to another type achieves the necessary flexibility without endangering transparency and understanding.
Implementation
We wish to show that, except for some extremely pathological cases dealing with recursive procedures, a compiler can determine the type of each variable at compile time and actually produce code as good as or better than if the programmer had not used generic procedures. Therefore we present one method of compiling such procedures, one way of understanding such procedures. The method has the chance (we conjecture) of producing the most efficient code (with respect to time). Other more interpretive methods, which make compilation simpler but which produce slower execution times, may be preferred.
First consider programs with no recursive procedures and no procedure names as parameters, for example:
.
. 
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Communications of the ACM Thus, we look at the original procedure p as a kind of macro. We group the calls on p together so that each group has the same list of argument types, and for each group we generate a procedure p' from p with the parameter types filled in. This can be done since there is no recursion, in much the same way that macros are handled in other languages. At first glance, one might object to this extra processing by the compiler. But remember this: without this generalized procedure facility, the programmer would be writing and running version (6.2) anyway. The use of generalized procedures could lead to less use of auxiliary storage, fewer cards punched or lines typed, and less computer time, because the programmer works with shorter, less detailed, and more general programs.
Now let us consider the use of procedure-names as parameters, but where no run-time recursion is permitted. The names are of these general procedures. The simplest way to see that this need not lead to decreased run-time efficiency is to note that the compiler can delete the procedure-name parameter as it is making a copy of the procedure. For example, p'(c);
While this method may lead to a proliferation of procedures, it shows in principle that all the work can be done at compile time, as long as possible recursion is not allowed. When we include recursion, the problem is that the macro-type processing described earlier can be a nonterminating process; it may lead to an infinite number of procedures. Consider the following: Any call ofp will eventually terminate at run-time since the second argument is increased by 1 each time and recursion stops when the second argument becomes greater than 10. But for a call p(1, 1), the abovedescribed compile-time macro processing leads to an infinite number of procedures with headings In general, the problem of determining whether a program will generate an infinite number of types at runtime is undecidable [5] , and hence we have no general way of knowing when to stop generating the above procedures p', p 2, p 3 .... at compile-time. However, the compiler can certainly detect the possibility of having an infinite number of types and refuse to compile such cases.
This infinite type problem arises in several cases; they all boil down to the idea that a particular parameter of a recursive procedure is possibly called with one of the following:
(1) an array with higher dimensions, (2) arrays of higher and higher nesting (i.e. array of array of . . .), (3) records whose component types are themselves of higher and higher "complexity," (4) subrange types of higher and higher cardinality (e.g. 1 . . 10, 1 .. 11,1 .. 12 .... ),or (5) mixtures of the above.
Some of these problems can be handled by considering several similar types to be equivalent-treating all subrange types by using a dope vector, and treating arrays of different dimensions but of the same array element type as the same, using a dope vector. The other problems can be resolved by restricting the specifications of types of parameters and how parametertypes can be used in declarations.
With these solutions, the compiler can then determine the type of each variable reference in a program.
Actually, the extensions allow the production of more efficient code. Consider again the function (5.1) (withs := 0 replaced bys := convertfrominteger(O)). No subscript checking need be compiled into the programming since the only subscripted variable is a[/] and j's type is domain(a). Moreover, the iteration over do x main(a) can be performed in whatever order is most efficient since no ordering is specified. Indeed, even ifa has more than one dimension, a single loop in machine language should suffice.
Discussion
We have discussed two ideas-the domain of an array as a data type and the use of generalized procedures, so-called generic procedures. We have attempted to show th'at their addition to a PASCAL-like language, along with programmer-defined explicit conversion and overloading of functions and procedures, would increase the flexibility of the language without essentially harming its simplicity, understandability, and run-time efficiency.
Of course additional flexibility often implies more probability of misuse, and we need to discuss how we feel overloading and generic procedures should be used. 419 Communications June 1977 of Volume 20 the ACM Number 6
The reason for overloading a function or procedure name p -for example, defining procedure p(x :tl) and procedure p(x:t2) where tl :/: t2-is that both procedures p accomplish the same thing, but on different types. Two different procedures are needed, either because they accomplish their tasks in different ways or because p must be a primitive operation of the respective types.
We quite naturally use "+" for both integer and real addition, and could overload "+" to allow for addition of complex numbers of even polynomials. In each case, the properties of "+" that would be used in a proof of correctness-in understanding a program-would be the same. However, to overload "+" to let a + b mean the multiplication of two complex numbers would be misusing the facility.
We use a generic procedure procedure p(x: (t))
when the algorithm and its proof of correctness is the same for all applicable types t. The proof of correctness relies on certain properties of the primitive operations of t that are used in the procedure, and perhaps as a comment for the procedure, we should state exactly what these properties are. It would be nice to state these properties in the programming language itself and have them checked by the compiler for each procedure call, but this is beyond us at this point. Both EL1 [14] and ALPHARD [17] do provide some help in this direction. EL1 allows the specification of exactly which types replace a type identifier, while ALPHARD requires the specification of which primitive operations are used in the procedure body. Extending our notation, procedure p(var a : array(n~ of (t: allbut real; require :=, --<}) would indicate that type t cannot be real, and that := and -< must be primitive operations on t. However, there is no way to formally state the properties _ must have, any complex restrictions on the dimension n, and so forth.
We have not mentioned such extensions earlier solely to keep the presentation simple.
One may argue that APL and SNOBOL, two typeless languages, have generic procedures, since anything of any type can be passed as a parameter. These languages are actually at a disadvantage from this standpoint. First of all, everything must be interpreted at run time, which is inefficient. Second, one cannot tell just by looking at a procedure just what it does; it will depend too heavily on the inputs to that procedure. One cannot even parse a simple expression and understand an operator. For example, in APL the expression b + a gets parsed differently depending on whether b is a variable or a one-argument function.
Types are important when one considers readability, understandability, and proofs of correctness.
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